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Case Study 
City of Shelby, NC 
 
 
“We are proud to share that the NorthStar 
Customer Information System (CIS) is at 
the core of our operations.” 
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Partnering for success 
“While chatting with a colleague at a conference, Sam Clark, 

Customer Service Manager for Shelby Utilities in North Carolina 

was asked what systems they used. Sam responded, "We are 

proud to share that the NorthStar Customer Information System 

(CIS) is at the core of our operations. The complete customer 

service and billing solution from NorthStar has provided Shelby 

Utilities with significant value. Our operations are automated and 

efficient, which has led to increased employee morale, 

productivity and improved overall customer experiences. Our 

partnership with NorthStar has been key to our success.”  

Technology to improve the customer experience 
In the early 2000s, service-oriented organizations began to offer customers self-serve applications to 
request, start and stop services, view usage and pay bills. In 2008, The City of Shelby’s Customer Service 
division made the strategic decision to leverage technology to not only deliver better customer 
experiences, but to empower their staff and enable productivity improvements that would translate into 
operational cost savings.  

“We evaluated several vendor technologies and spoke with a number of other utilities about their 
decision-making process and lessons learned,” remembers Sam. “Having worked with NorthStar for 
almost a decade, I can tell you with confidence that we chose the best partner.”            

NorthStar CIS streamlines operations and automates tasks to provide Customer Service Representatives 
(CSRs) with personalized and consolidated views into all account statuses and histories. With NorthStar 
CIS, The City of Shelby’s CSRs, payments staff, billing staff, supervisors and managers can efficiently 
manage thousands of customers’ accounts and bills.  For customers, the experience is seamless at every 
touchpoint. Leveraging modern web services integration methods, NorthStar CIS shares timely and 
relevant information with other critical enterprise systems such as Integrated Voice Response (IVR), 
Outage Management System (OMS) and Financials.  

Leveraging Technology for Customer Service Excellence 
 
The City of Shelby is all about the people—the people they serve and the 
people they employ.  The City of Shelby takes pride in providing prompt, 
courteous and professional service to their 15,000 customers.  When those 
customers began expressing a desire for modern technologies and services, 
The City of Shelby embraced the opportunity and began seeking a qualified, 
innovative solution provider, which led them to NorthStar™ Utilities 
Solutions. 
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Tapping into the possibilities 
“NorthStar CIS offers a variety of industry-specific functionality.  We continue to discover features and 
functionality that unlock additional value for our organization,” says Sam.  “From day one, NorthStar’s 
modular solution suite and flexible architecture has provided a trusted and stable foundation for us to 
innovate and be an enduring organization for our customers and staff.”  

In 2009, on the heels of a successful on-time, on-budget deployment of NorthStar CIS, The City of Shelby 
was ready to expand into additional value-add modules from NorthStar. The first module The City of 
Shelby wanted to add was NorthStar mCare.  

“NorthStar CIS has allowed us to be much more efficient 

and accurate” recalls Brenda Spangler, Billing Coordinator 

at The City of Shelby.  “I like the safe guards that are built 

in to help reduce human errors, such as not allowing 

duplicate meters and matching rates to bill codes so that 

money is applied correctly to the financial 

system.  Automation functionality allows us to set recurring 

reports and functions that run automatically without the 

need for our involvement.  This eliminates the possibility 

of forgetting to do a task or not selecting the correct 

criteria.”  

Empowering field staff with timely and task-specific information  
NorthStar mCare, a real-time mobile workforce management application, would make The City of Shelby’s 
in-field technicians significantly more efficient as work order information would flow seamlessly from the 
office, to the field, and back over their preferred mobile device.  

“mCare has eliminated massive amounts of time related to manual data entry and deciphering field 

technician handwriting.  With mCare, the field tech simply enters their comments onto their iPad or field 

laptop and the office has the information.   No more calling a field tech to ask if they have been to a 

location.  NorthStar mCare links into CIS in real-time,“ says Brenda. 

“Imagine our legacy processes before mCare,” remarks Sam.  “We were completely paper-based and our 
central “hub” was a printer. Dispatchers would print the work orders, technicians would come pick them 

up and then head out on their first truck roll of the day.  
Several times throughout the day, technicians would have 
to drive back to the office and drop off their completed 
work orders to be manually input to the system by CSRs, 
and pick up another batch of printed work orders to work.” 

Today, the service order process has been streamlined and 
automated.  City of Shelby’s in-field technicians carry iPads 
connected with cellular data plans.  Dispatchers are able to 
send orders to technicians wirelessly and in real-time, all 
while having visibility into their status and progress.  
Technicians quickly and easily update each order, attach 
pictures, input actions taken, note any follow-up items and 
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close the orders from the field.  The result is a continuous, real-time flow of trusted data that becomes 
available instantly. The benefits for both in-field and in-office City of Shelby staff are enormous.  
Technicians experience dramatic gains in daily capacity as they spend less time driving and more time 
working, trusted data as there is no longer the need for manual data entry back at the office, and informed 
decision-making that increases efficiency. It’s this increased efficiency that the technicians like. mCare 
gives technicians the flexibility to make decisions about their routes. For example, if two work orders 
appear on their iPad—one across town and one in the present neighborhood—the technician has the 
information to help make the more efficient decision. And, with less truck rolls and more efficient routing, 
fuel costs have decreased.

Delivering convenience to customers 
The City of Shelby was an early adopter of NorthStar’s original 
online self-service customer portal, NorthStar eCare.  This 
application improved The City of Shelby’s customers’ 
experiences by providing direct access to their account 
information and enabling them to make payments quickly, 
easily—conveniently.  This foundation offered City of Shelby 
customers with an improved customer service experience 
while providing The City with operational efficiencies and 
reduced load on CSRs, thereby allowing CSRs to focus on 
other priority customer service tasks.

Achieving efficiency through automation 
“Off the top of my head, I can think of a couple of capabilities that have really benefitted The City of 
Shelby,” says Sam. “One is automation; the other is integration.”  

NorthStar CIS automates processes to streamline customer service operations by scheduling routine tasks 
and administering best practice workflows for common business processes. It’s a flexible and modular 
approach to automating complex business rules and integrations, while enforcing validations to help 
maintain data integrity. CSRs are unburdened from manual monotonous tasks to focus on higher 
priorities, starting new initiatives and delivering greater customer service. 

“A few of the key business processes that we automated 
include: Order generation, debt collections, disconnects, 
meter reading workflow, credit control workflow, billing 
workflow, and payment workflow,” says Sam.  “And that 
leads me to the other capability that has changed our 
work significantly. Integration.  NorthStar CIS is an open 
system and, through their modern web services 
integration methods, key customer and account data can 
be shared between other critical enterprise systems.  We 
have leveraged this capability—and the NorthStar 
Professional Services team—in ways that have 
dramatically improved our productivity.  The NorthStar 
experts can configure just about anything.” 
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Harnessing the power of collaboration 
NorthStar introduced The City of Shelby to InvoiceCloud, a trusted third-party technology partner who 
provides payment processing and other value added services.  InvoiceCloud processes the transactions 
and shares the information with both NorthStar CIS and the bank, streamlining the process for The City of 
Shelby.  “I wouldn’t trade this system for anything,” says Sam. “All of our payment transaction types are 
automated, errors have plummeted, and customers’ accounts are updated in real-time.” 

“We’ve done a number of key integrations that would not be possible without NorthStar CIS as our core,” 
says Sam. “Our integrations deliver significant value from eliminating overtime and dramatically 
decreasing delinquent payments.” 

Previously, 3 days a month, 2 City of Shelby staff members were 
required to work 2-3 hours of overtime in order to complete the 
billing processes on time.  Not only was this costly in terms of 
additional payroll, but employees were overburdened and it 
took a toll on employee morale.   When The City of Shelby 
integrated third-party bill-print-mail to NorthStar CIS’s billing 
and cashiering functionality, employees immediately 
experienced the benefits.  Today—and every day—City of Shelby 
employees are able to finish work on time, allowing them to 
spend the evening with their families, and never having to worry 
about last minute issues or work overload.  

“You could say we justified the investment in NorthStar CIS through the return-on-investment (ROI) from 
that single integration,” recalls Sam.  “As I mentioned, we also integrated a third-party outbound (OB) IVR 
to ‘speak’ with NorthStar CIS.  The OB IVR places the actual calls to customers, but we wouldn’t be able 
to place these calls without NorthStar CIS at the core of our operations.  It’s a key piece of the puzzle.” 

Three times a month, 2 days before the payment cut-off date, City of Shelby staff run a credit control list, 
which pulls the names and phone numbers of delinquent accounts.  On average, there are 500 to 1000 
delinquent accounts.  The integration between NorthStar CIS and the OB IVR application enables a phone 
call to be made to each customer and leaves a message that their payment is delinquent.  This integration 
dropped 500-1000 potential disconnects to on average 75-100 actual disconnects, 3 times a month.  
Where technicians used to dedicate a full day to disconnects, they are now part of a regular day.  The 
value is measured in terms of less disconnects, truck rolls and fuel costs. 

“Another key point, which has been critical to our success as 
we’ve continued to expand on our use of NorthStar CIS, has been 
NorthStar’s willingness and ability to integrate with other 
technology vendors.”  “In fact, NorthStar has pre-qualified some 
industry leaders, such as InvoiceCloud for payment processing.  
Additionally, the NorthStar Professional Services team hold the 
technical expertise to integrate with just about any other 
vendor’s solution” says Sam.  “NorthStar CIS, and the optional 
add-on modules available to us, provides the ability to innovate 
in lockstep with evolving industry needs, which is important to 
every utility.   
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Customer-centric partner 
“The support staff at NorthStar are accessible and friendly.  We like that they have always made us feel 
like the only customer they have.  We don’t feel rushed and they take the time to actually listen to us,” 
says Sam.  “Want to know something else that demonstrates NorthStar understands our time is valuable?” 
asks Sam. “The way they do software updates.  Whereas some companies’ software updates can take a 
couple of months, the NorthStar CIS’ software updates take a few weeks for testing and implementing.  
For The City of Shelby, this means we can do updates as frequently as they’re available.  That’s first-rate 
customer service.” 

The City of Shelby participates in NorthStar User Groups.  “If you’ve deployed any modules of the 
NorthStar suite, I recommend participating in the user groups,” says Sam.  “We share best practices and 
exchange ideas, and the staff from NorthStar listen to us and collaborate with us to deliver new features 
and functionality that address new and emerging needs.”  

Ready for more technology 
A decade ago, The City of Shelby was behind the curve.  Today, they have foresight and are looking to 
implement the next innovation. Sam elaborates, “We were one of the first to adopt NorthStar’s self-
service web portal and, next year, we’re going to roll out the most current version of NorthStar 
CustomerConnect.  I also want to get our GIS system integrated to our CIS. Utilities are also moving toward 
advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), and I have my eye on that. At The City of Shelby, we see the 
millennials being so comfortable with technology and eager. We want to stay on the cusp of the 
technology curve and we’re confident we now have a vendor partner to help us get there.” 

 

 

The Complete Customer Service and Billing Solution 
 
We focused on helping modern utilities leverage technology to automate 
operations and deliver consistent customer experiences across every 
touchpoint.  For utilities who invest in today for tomorrow, NorthStar 
offers affordable and modular solutions that scale as the needs of your 
organization evolve.  

 
NorthStar CIS may be optionally enhanced with 
value add modules for mobile workforce 
management, consumer engagement, business 
intelligence and more.  Each of which integrates 
seamlessly with NorthStar CIS to deliver 
exceptional customer service experiences.   
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